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EV Honors Pioneers at
10th Awards Reception
Close to 140 business, government and
environmental leaders and Energy Vision supporters from across the country
gathered on October 13th to celebrate
EV’s 10th Anniversary.

New “Near-Zero” Emission Engine
A Breakthrough for Climate & Health
In June, 2016, Santa Monica’s “Big Blue
Bus” fleet, which operates more than
200 transit buses, was the first in the
country to commit to the combination
of a new “near-zero” emission natural
gas engine fueled by low-carbon RNG.
The City has since ordered 100 new
buses equipped with the near-zero engine, and made a five-year commitment
to purchase waste-based RNG (branded
as “REDEEM”) from California-based
Clean Energy Fuels.

EV’s Matt Tomich and Joanna Underwood with
Energy Vision Leadership Award Winners Katry
Martin (St. Landry Parish) and Mark Torresani
(BioCNG) in New York City on October 13th.

More than 140 guests attended EV’s 10th Anniversary event at Ramscale Studio in the West Village.

EV President Matt Tomich shared the
good news that projects turning organic
wastes on farms and in cities across the
country into clean energy and fuel are
now scaling up. U.S. business and government pioneers playing a leadership
role were honored by Energy Vision.

The new engine, designed and developed by Vancouver-based Cummins
Westport (CWI), went into production
in October. It offers transit bus, refuse,
school bus and other fleet owners and
operators an opportunity to reduce
two of the most harmful air pollutants
emitted in our urban centers by diesel
vehicles 90% or more — lung-damaging
nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulate
matter (PM).
Making incremental improvements to
existing commercial technology, CWI’s
new engine is the the first mid-range
engine in North America to receive
emission certifications from both the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and California’s Air Resources
Board (CARB) that meet the optional
Near Zero NOx Emissions standards.

The new engine can run on either compressed or liquefied natural gas (fossil
or renewable), and it is being offered
by most of the leading North American
bus and truck manufacturers. While the
air quality and public health benefits
are the same regardless of fuel source,
the use of RNG in the “near-zero” engine achieves 90% or more reductions
in greenhouse gas emissions as well as
health-threatening NOx and PM.
Research by Energy Vision and others concludes that the use of RNG in
near-zero emission engines could play
a big role in helping cities, states and
countries meet ambitious air quality
and climate goals. This combination has
caught the attention of bus and truck
fleets across the country, and especially
in California.
In July, a report commissioned by the LA
County Metropolitan Transit Authority
concluded that the combination of RNG
and the new “near-zero” engine presented
the most effective and lowest cost path
toward its air quality and climate goals
in the period from 2015-2055. Since the
technology is commercial today, and
much of the infrastructure is already in
place, the cost of NZ + RNG is thought to
be less than 10% of the amount required
to electrify the more than 2,000 buses in
the LACMTA fleet.

They include: Impact Bioenergy;
AgEnergy USA and EDF Renewable
Energy (Heartland Biogas); Louisiana’s
St. Landry Parish Solid Waste Disposal District and BioCNG, and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
Seattle-based
installed the
bic digester in
mont Brewing
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Continued on Page 4

The Big Blue Bus was the first in the US to commit to RNG + near-zero emission engines. Several other large transit agencies, including LACMTA are now looking seriously at this option.
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LETTER FROM THE FOUNDER & CHAIR
Joanna D. Underwood

The power shift in Washington has
left millions of Americans concerned
about what will happen to our country’s
sustainable energy programs. Will it
mean a step backwards? Slowed
progress toward the low-carbon
economy needed to prevent
catastrophic climate change?
We believe that with the Trump
presidency, there is still room
for real hope.
Tremendous challenges continue to lie ahead in achieving
the transition we seek — from a fossil
fuel to a renewable way of living — so
the push to keep gaining ground is vital.
But here are the positive signs we see
and the areas needing greater focus.
In the electric power sector, the pace
of renewable energy adoption is stunning. Since 2008, use of wind power has
tripled, while solar has increased 30-fold.
15% of US electric power now comes
from renewables. We are second only to
China. And studies show that investing
in renewables can create millions more
American jobs, a top priority for Trump.
While Trump has focused on energy
jobs by propping up coal, practically
speaking, this won’t work. Appalachian
reserves are becoming depleted. Gas
and oil are cheaper even as solar, wind
and other renewables are becoming cost
competitive. Not only are coal’s economics unworkable, but new mining technology is eliminating jobs in this sector.
Ending transportation’s addiction
to petroleum-derived fuels is now a
tougher challenge than electric power.
Transportation is still 95% reliant on petroleum despite the expansion of electric
vehicles and the deployment of natural
gas and other alternative fueled vehicles.
And transportation has now surpassed
electric power as the single largest source
of GHG emissions in the country. That is
why Energy Vision has been so excited
to see the emergence of a truly sustainable, renewable, and carbon-free vehicle
fuel brightening the transportation

picture – Renewable Natural Gas made
from organic wastes? 1) This fuel is suitable today for the 10 million heavy duty
buses and trucks in the US that consume
24% of all on-road fuel.
2) RNG is so low-carbon that
every fleet converted to its use
will meet or exceed the international goal of 80% greenhouse gas reduction – not by
2050 but today.
3) RNG fuel production is
on the rise. In 2013 there was enough
to displace 20 million gallons of diesel
fuel; in 2015 the figure rose to 90 million gallons, meaning almost 20% of
natural gas used in transportation was
waste-derived RNG. We have the RNG
production technologies today to boost
that share to 100%.

ENERGY VISION:
On The Road

May 24

EV President Matt Tomich attended the
RNG Coalition’s annual Capitol Hill day in
Washington, DC to educate policymakers
on the economic and environmental benefits of renewable natural gas (RNG).

June 9
EV’s Tomich spoke to sustainability professionals at 3M headquarters in Minnesota
on emerging trends and opportunities
around organic waste and RNG.

August 19

EV Board Chair Joanna D. Underwood
and former National Grid Chairman
Robert B. Catell had an op-ed published in
the New York Times: “How Garbage Trucks
Can Drive a Green Future.”

October 13
EV hosted its 10th Anniversary Awards
Reception in New York City. The event was
attended by more than 140 (p 1).

4) RNG production turns a costly stream
of organic wastes into a valuable energy
resource. The US generates over 70 million tons of organics a year, not including vast quantities of material generated
from farms and crop residues.
5) The growth of the waste-to-fuel industry can create some 75,000 jobs – jobs in
both urban and rural areas. Additional
jobs are being created from production
of the new “Near Zero” emission engine
[see article page 1], which is now being
manufactured in North Carolina.
The prime federal policy driver of RNG
as a vehicle fuel has been EPA’s Renewable Fuel Standard. That’s why EV gave
EPA one of its 2016 Leadership Awards
on October 13th [see article on page
1]. On the campaign trail, when Ted
Cruz called for the RFS to be repealed,
candidate Trump actually defended it. So
there’s good reason to hope his administration will keep this and other clean
energy incentives in place. There is much
left to do; and EV is positioned and
ready to drive change forward.

(L to R) EV President Matt Tomich, board members and event co-chairs John Magovern and
Brendan Sexton, EV Chair Joanna Underwood
and board member Johannes D. Escudero.

October 17
EV’s Joanna Underwood gave a featured
speech at the annual BioCycle conference in Orlando, FL on the growth of the
organic waste-to-fuel industry.

October 27, 2016

EV and SoCalGas co-hosted an RNG
workshop in CA for over 150 on opportunities and obstacles around renewable
natural gas production/use in CA (p 3).

A packed house at EV’s California RNG event.
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California’s Immense RNG Opportunity Highlighted at Oct 27 Workshop
The potential value of organic waste
in California is immense. Research by
EV and others suggests that CA could
produce almost 300 billion cubic feet
of renewable gas per year just from
organic waste generated in the state,
enough to power two-to-three million homes or more than 15 percent of the state’s current natural
gas demand if converted to RNG.
Moreover, existing California landfills produce and flare enough biogas each year to displace 275 million gallons of diesel, if captured and
utilized as RNG for transportation.
Known and potential RNG sources in
CA could displace upwards of 2 billion gallons of diesel fuel annually, or
more than 75% of in-state demand.
Converting organic waste into renewable natural gas to fuel trucks
and buses and reduce California’s
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
was the focus of a day-long workshop on Oct. 27 at the SoCalGas Energy Resource Center in Downey, CA.
This event, “The Power of Waste: Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) for California,” was coordinated and co-hosted by Energy Vision and SoCalGas.
State policymakers and industry experts
from around the country gathered to
explore how to collaboratively convert

organic waste into renewable natural
gas, a form of energy that can not only be
net-carbon-negative, but that produces
almost no health-threatening emissions.

economics, state-level policy and more.
The day-long event was attended by
more than 150, representing a range of
business, government and NGO groups.

The eight-hour workshop featured
five panels and more than 20 presentations. Topics covered included organic waste collection and processing, vehicle technology, project

“Each year, households, businesses and
schools throw away tons of garbage,
yard trimmings and other organic
wastes” said SoCalGas VP, Lisa Alexander. “In fact, 94 percent of methane
emissions in California come from
waste streams, like landfills and farms.
That wasted methane should be harnessed so that instead of contributing
to climate change it can be distributed
through our existing natural gas pipeline infrastructure to fuel heavy-duty
trucks, heat homes, cook meals, or generate electricity as renewable energy.”

EV President Matt Tomich thanks attendees
and sponsors on Oct 27 as the event’s emcee.

After several presentations highlighting the RNG opportunity in
CA, the event’s final panel discussed
past, present and future obstacles.
SoCalGas and other North American
gas utilities are now recognizing the
importance of RNG as a fossil-free
decarbonization strategy, but there is
a lot of work left to be done — a major issue the workshop addressed.
Despite progress, there are only a
handful of RNG projects in the state.

(L to R) Jessica Giffey (Baker Tilly), Neil Black
(CalBio), Mark McDannel (LA Sanitation),
Joanna Underwood, Mike Silva (CR&R), and
Frank Mazanec (BioFuels Energy) following a
panel on California biogas/RNG case studies.

For more on EV’s CA event, or
if you want to bring a workshop to your region, let us know!

EV Inspires On-Campus Environmental Leadership
During spring of this year, Hunter College’s Food Waste Erased initiative – developed and guided by Energy Vision
– inspired 80 student and faculty volunteers to join EV’s five interns in assessing the organic waste generated at the
large campus’ (23,000) main cafeteria.
Now, a semester later, the Hunter Sustainability Project, a student-led initiative influenced by EV, will establish a
food waste committee to support and
develop methods to limit food waste at
the college through education and outreach on alternative disposal methods.
This food waste committee will also directly support the work of Food Waste
Erased, which is currently in its second

phase. Students are now looking at the
amount of pre-consumer waste generated on the campus and post-consumer
organics generated at the college’s newly
acquired and renovated theater building, as well as off-campus dormitories.

This work is expected to continue
into the next semester, as new interns
continue to build on the foundation
laid last Spring in recognizing the
importance of helping shape a sustainable future from the ground up.

After comprehensive evaluation, students will continue to explore the
possibilities and costs of establishing an organics collection program
at the college and present their findings to Hunter faculty and administrators. These proposals will detail
the various ways to use the organics,
including composting, building an
organics processing tank (anaerobic
digester) on campus, or participating
in NYC’s organics recycling program.

Beyond Hunter College, former EV interns from Bryn Mawr and Haverford
Colleges in Pennsylvania are also exploring on-campus organics recycling
options. With guidance from EV as
well as cooperation from faculty, staff
and administrators, students at the
two schools —separated by less than
a mile — are assessing the economic,
environmental and logistical aspects
of managing and using organic waste
as an energy and nutrient resource.
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EV’s 2016 Awards Reception continued from Page 1

Costing just $60,000, this technology
makes it possible for thousands of small
businesses to turn their organic wastes
into energy, fuel and fertilizer on-site.
At the other end of the spectrum, AgEnergy USA and EDF Renewable Energy
have pioneered the Heartland Biogas
project outside of Denver. The $100
million anaerobic digester project is the
largest of its kind in the world. Every

EV’s Tomich and Underwood with Jan Allen,
President of Seattle-based Impact Bioenergy.

day, manure from 10,000 cows and food
waste from communities and food processors arrive at this facility, where they
are then transformed into renewable
natural gas and high-quality compost.
The evening’s third award went to
St. Landry Parish Solid Waste and
BioCNG, LLC for its project in Louisiana, where biogas is used to create ultra-low-carbon vehicle fuel for garbage

EV’s Board Chair Joanna Underwood and Media
Associate Kyle Jeremiah with EV members Dr.
Marcia Y. Cantarella (L) and Nancy Schuh (R).

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Joanna D. Underwood
Founder and Chair

John J. Magovern
AVP, Stifel Financial Corp.

Cynthia Adler
Actor and Writer

Joan C. Pearlman
Professional Women Photographers

Johannes D. Escudero
CEO, RNG Coalition

Brendan Sexton
Environmental Consultant
Former DSNY Commissioner

Michael S. Gruen
Attorney-at-Law
President, The City Club of New York

trucks and other municipal vehicles. It
was the first small-scale RNG facility
in the country. The final award went to
the U.S. EPA for implementing and administering the Renewable Fuel Standard, the largest federal policy driver
supporting RNG project development.
For more on EV’s 10th Anniversary
reception, visit: www.energy-vision.
org/what-we-do/events

(L to R) Jim Potter, President, AgEnergy USA, and
Ralph Daley, VP, EDF Renewable Energy receive a
joint award for Heartland Biogas in Colorado.

Mustapha Tlili
Director, Center for Dialogues
New York University

COUNSEL

J. Dinsmore Adams, Jr.

Eric Verkerke
Co-Founder, Emergence Creative
Bailus Walker Jr., PhD, MPH
Howard University College
of Medicine

Simon Sylvester-Chaudhuri
Partner, Global Futures Group
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